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EFFECTIVE CVs
The purpose of your CV is to get you the vital interview by convincing prospective employers that

you have the knowledge, skills, experience and motivation for the job.  CVs are used in reply to job

adverts, for speculative applications and work placements, at Recruitment Fairs and with

recruitment agencies.

TARGET AND PREPARATION

TARGET, TARGET, TARGET!

This point cannot be overstated.  In order to attract the right candidates, recruiters spend a great

deal of time  drawing up detailed job descriptions, selection criteria, recruitment literature, interview

questions and arranging assessment centres.  You can save yourself and the recruiters a lot of

time by targeting your CV to individual jobs.  Employers may spend as little as 15 seconds on the

first sift, so make your first impression a memorable one that will place you on the interview

shortlist. It is better to devote more time to writing fewer individual CVs than sending out a hundred

standard ones.  Recruiters can tell the difference!

• The  CV is your personal marketing tool.  It is not just a list of historical facts about yourself but

should include only information that would interest the recruiter: knowledge, skills,experience,

and qualities.

PREPARATION BEFORE YOU START

In order to target your CV effectively you must know:

• what you want: what type of job, work environment, training etc.

• what you can offer:  knowledge, skills, experience, personal qualities

• which type of CV sells you best

• what the employer wants: research as much as you can - recruitment literature, web sites,

newspapers, annual reports etc.  Use any opportunities to discuss the job informally, at

Recruitment Fairs, at employer presentations at university, on the telephone and when invited

to approach people for further information.  These are great opportunities to go beyond the

glossy brochures and find out more.
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RESEARCH

UNDERSTAND WHAT THE EMPLOYER WANTS

- Job adverts

Read the recruitment information carefully and analyse the job advert.  It does not matter how

long or short it is,  recruiters will have made sure that key messages as to what is required have

been included.  Make sure that you read between the lines for those hidden messages.

Look out for:

• Open messages: these are easy to identify e.g.‘we want people with excellent communication skills’

• Hidden messages: it is not always easy to interpret these but it pays to be aware of them, e.g.

- ‘we have a new and attractive retention package’ - this may mean that people have left

after a short while for whatever reason.

- ‘you will have responsibility from Day 1’ , you may be thrown in at the deep end (check out

the training programme carefully) or you will actually be given serious responsibility for a

budget or a project (find out if there are mentors available who you can turn to)

- ‘fast paced environment’ - that could potentially mean a highly pressured job,requiring

you to meet tight deadlines on a regular basis.  It may also mean that if you do not perform

you are not likely to last long with that company.  In a positive light, a fast pace is likely to

offer variety and can be attractive to those who like a certain degree of stress and thinking on their feet.

FORMAT

Different Types of CV

Depending on your skills and experience, and the job you are going for, a specific type of CV may

sell you better than another type.  Here is an overview of the different types and what they are

particularly useful for.

Standard CV

This is commonly used by graduates and the majority of recruiters are familiar with it (See our CV example).

The Standard CV is useful for:

• providing all the relevant information in a familiar format

• demonstrating a steady development (consistent and without time gaps) in education and career
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Skills or Functional CV

This type of CV requires you to be 100% certain of what employers are looking for, as you need to

match yourself carefully to the key skills and qualities (See our CV example).

The Skills or Functional CV is useful for:

• highlighting relevant skills in a very direct way

• distracting recruiters from the fact that you have had a varied  career history e.g. gaps, time

out, frequent change of jobs/courses

• making it easy for recruiters to understand the relevance of your skills and experience

Electronic CV

This is your wordprocessed CV emailed to a company or recruitment agency in response to an

Internet job advert, request to send by email or for an Internet recruitment database. For a database

you may sometimes be required to follow a given CV template.

IT students/graduates may design your CV on your website and provide links.  However, this is

not commonly done in the UK for graduates.  Most employers prefer you to apply online using

their own online application forms.  See our E-Recruitment leaflet or online information.

- Do not put your CV on a CD-ROM.  It is too expensive and unnecessary.

Academic CV

Useful for:

•  applying for any research courses and positions: MSc, PhD, research assistant, postdoctoral positions

• This must highlight all your academic achievements, talks and poster sessions given at

conferences, teaching experience, plus a list of your publications.
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A GOOD CV - IMPORTANT RULES

Whichever type of CV you choose, the following rules apply to all.

Lay-Out

• Maximum 2 pages on good quality paper (white paper is usually best)

• Bullet points: these are optional.  They have the effect of making your information look

organised and clear

• Use headings such as EDUCATION or Education to make it easier for an employer to find the

information they are looking for.

• Use CAPITALS  and bold print to separate out different sections in bold or italics can be useful

for highlighting important points.  Underlining is probably best avoided as it can give your CV

an old fashioned look.

• Font: Times new roman or arial are often used.  Choose a font style that is commonly used in

business.

 Font size: do not go below font size 10 for general text and 11 or 12 for main headings

Content

• Match yourself to employer requirements - do make sure you take time over this, it will

be worth it in the long run

• Be relevant - be certain that the statements you make relate to the job requirements

• Provide specific examples of when you have demonstrated e.g. communication skills. Use a

wide variety of examples from university, work, school, and leisure.  That way recruiters will

be able to build up a more comprehensive picture of you and it’s easier for them to see how

well you match their criteria

• Be concise and specific about skills, experience, knowledge, personal qualities

• Emphasise skills and achievements

• Sell yourself - this means being positive about what you have to offer, and to make the most of

what you have done up to now. Remember, even if you have done something only once e.g.

lead a team, you can do it again given the opportunity.

• Avoid any time gaps - recruiters pick up on these very quickly

* Never assume that people know what you have done!

 Language

• Short and punchy sentences - you are not writing an essay

• Avoid jargon - Don’t assume the person reading your CV has technical knowledge
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• Consistent style -  if using first or third person continue throughout, do not change halfway

through

• Action Verbs and Phrases - we all interpret information (rightly or wrongly) through the

words we read, so if your CV states: ‘I was involved in a charity fund-raising campaign’ the

recruiter cannot glean any specific information on what exactly you have done. It sounds

passive.  You could potentially have  just made tea for other people.  On the other hand,

this is the same activity rephrased: ‘I initiated and organised a local sports event in aid of

Children in Need. I managed a small team, canvassed employers, and oversaw the smooth

running of the event. As a result we raised £5000’.  This is using Action verbs.  The message

to the recruiter is, that you are taking action, you have a positive frame of mind, you are

confident

• Accurate spelling and grammar.  Make sure you use the spellchecker on your computer,

but be warned, as some words will escape the spellcheck if they are correctly spelled but

out of context e.g. ‘loose’ and ‘lose’

CV SECTIONS

Most CVs have the following sections:

Personal Details

• Name

• Address(es)- Home and Term

• Telephone, Email, Mobile phone

• Date of Birth (DOB) (as an alternative this can also go towards the end of the CV)

• Nationality

• Gender (only relevant if it is not obvious from your name)

Education

List (starting with your most recent or current course):

• details of your university course(s)

• school qualifications: Highers, A-levels,  or equivalent international qualifications e.g.

Baccalaureat, with grades

• school qualifications: Standard Grades or O levels , or equivalent international qualifications, with

grades

If the job you are applying for is directly related to your degree, then provide full details on the

subjects.  Otherwise be selective and choose relevant subjects only e.g. ‘modules included...’
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Do not forget your final year project and other projects, presentations, seminars etc.

You can use this section to highlight your skills e.g. analytical and team skills gained in lab

work, communication skills giving presentations and writing reports.  Do make sure that any

skills you mention are relevant for the job you are applying for.

• Mature applicants do not necessarily need to go back as far as Standard Grades, it very

much depends on experience and age.

Work Experience

List (again starting with your most recent or current job):

• all the jobs and placements you have done up-to-now.  If there are too many, leave out

school work experience (unless relevant) and paper rounds etc., and be selective

• date, job title, employer name and town.  There is no need to provide a full address

• your responsibilities  under each job

• emphasise the skills you developed in your work e.g. team skills, working under pressure,

dealing with customer complaints.  Recruiters want to know what you have learned.

* Remember, all work experience provides the opportunity to develop skills!

Skills

Ignore this point if you are using a Skills CV format.  If there are any particularly relevant skills

you want to mention and they do not fit under any other heading, you could include them

here e.g. foreign languages, driving licence, IT skills

Alternatively, if you only have two skills you wish to mention you could group these under a

joint heading with ‘Interests’ e.g. Skills, Hobbies and Interests.  This can save space.

Interests

Be selective about which activities you choose.  They should all be relevant to the job you are

applying for and should make you look like an active and self-motivated person.  Reading and

listening to music is fun but it would preferable if you wrote articles for the student magazine

or played in a band.  You could include:

• sports activities

• music, drama, cultural activities

• member of clubs and societies

• positions of responsibility in clubs and societies.
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Employers often look at extra-curricular activities in order to find evidence of personal qualities

they seek, particularly when they are assessing applicants who have not usually had the opportunity

to develop these in a work environment.

Referees

• Make sure you ask your referees first before providing their names.  Nobody likes to be called

out of the blue and it also gives you the opportunity to prepare them

• Two - Academic (someone who knows your work well) and a recent employer

• Provide names, job titles, addresses, telephone number and  email.

• ‘References can be supplied on request’  - if you are running out of space you can use this

alternative to lengthy addresses.  However, it may slow down the shortlisting process as the

employer will have to contact you in advance.

Optional CV Headings

• Career Objective/Career Aim/Personal Profile - a mission statement on your career direction,

or motivation, key skills and qualities.  It can be useful when you are changing career direction

completely and the employer may wonder why you are applying at all.  It should be short and

punchy.  Alternatively, a similar statement can go into a covering letter.

• Achievements - if you have two or three (or more) experiences that you are particularly proud

of then why not have a separate heading to make them stand out.  Include prizes and awards

won, Duke of Edinburgh, fund-raising or other successes.

CV TEMPLATES

• Remember that there is no one style of CV that will guarantee you an interview. Even Careers

Advisers and recruitment specialists can differ in their professional advice on what is the

‘perfect’ CV.  However, as long as you have targeted your CV and made it easy for the recruiter

to understand how your skills, experience and qualities match what they are looking for, you

will have come a long way of getting onto the interview shortlist.

Experiment with different CV styles and layouts before choosing your final version.  It will

help you understand the effect your CV can have.
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STANDARD CV

Name

Personal Details

Career Aim/Objective/Profile (optional)

Education

Work Experience

Achievements (optional) Move heading to another place if it sells you better

Skills

Hobbies/Interests

Referees

SKILLS CV

Name

Personal Details

Career Aim/Objective/Profile (optional)

Skills - identify up to five key skills required for the job and provide three to four examples

in bullet point format e.g.

Skills Profile

Communication Skills

• have given presentations to peers, lecturers and employers as part of my course projects

• handled and resolved customer complaints as sales assistant

Education - as you are providing examples under your skills profile there is no need to go into details

of skills acquired.  Keep it to dates, course, institution, overview of subjects and final year project title.

Work Experience - keep it short, as you are using examples under skills profile.  Date, job

title, employer and town are sufficient

Achievements (optional) - put heading in another place if it sells you better

Hobbies/Interests

Referees
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FINAL CHECK

• Is all the information targeted to the job you are applying for?

• Is it neat, tidy and pleasant to look at?

• Is it clear and logical?

• Is your spelling and grammar correct?

• Is all your time accounted for?

• Have you been positive about your skills,achievements, and qualities?

• Do you have a copy of your CV for future reference?

• Do you have a Covering Letter?

Resources

• Attend a talk on Effective CVs/ applications by the Careers Advisory Service (see careers website

for calender)

• Watch video ‘Looking Good on Paper’ for useful tips on CVs and Application Forms

• www.rgu.ac.uk/careers - Careers Advisory Service website with useful links to other sites

• www.prospects.ac.uk - further CV advice and good general information on graduate careers

• Mature Students: See AGCAS ‘Mature Students Guidance Pack‘ for help on written applications

• Arrange an individual CV Consultation with a Careers Adviser
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CAREERS ADVISORY SERVICE

The Robert Gordon University

Blackfriars Building, Schoolhill,

Aberdeen AB10 1FR

Tel: 01224 262110/113

e-mail: careers-service@rgu.ac.uk

Web site: www.rgu.ac.uk/careers

Opening Times

Tue/Wed/Thurs/Fri - 9am - 5pm

Mon - 10am - 5pm

©Careers Advisory Service, The Robert Gordon University, 2003


